Important Factors
in Developing a Solid
Key Control System
Include:

Peaks Preferred

• A designated person to 		
develop, implement and 		
enforce all policies 			
and procedures.

Patented Key Control

Peaks Preferred—The Next Generation of Peaks
Peaks Preferred is the next generation of an established industry leader in patented key control—built on
Kaba’s 145–year history of reliable security solutions.
Peaks Preferred is a cost-effective and adaptable patented key control system, designed to meet all of your
needs. Peaks Preferred patented key control system offers quality, flexibility, and extensive retrofitability, with
the convenience of a one key system.
Peaks Preferred is the industry leader in compatibility with all major brands of locking hardware, thus
making security system replacements or upgrades much simpler and more economical. With a patent through
2024, Peaks Preferred provides the security of a long patent life.

• Policies for ordering, 		
securing, issuing and 		
controlling keys, as well 		
as the key cutting process.

What is Key Control?

How Peaks Preferred Works

Key control is establishing policies and procedures to control the process by which keys to your facility are managed and accounted for, thus
limiting access to only authorized personnel. Sound key control policies
establish accountability, while maintaining the security of the facility and
protecting life and assets.

Peaks Preferred patented key control system provides you with the flexibility of a
system that can be master keyed, and gives you complete control over key duplication, including legal protection against unauthorized manufacture or sale of key
blanks, cut keys, and pinned cylinders.

Key Control requirements vary from facility-to-facility, therefore,
establishing a system that works for your respective facility is critical.
Peaks Preferred one key systems are unique and customized to meet the
needs of the individual customer.

• Accurate and up to date
record keeping; documenting all key issuance and
collection transactions.
• Assuring all personnel are 		
educated and adhere to 		
the key control policies
set forth by the system 		
administrator.

Peaks Preferred works by restricting key duplication, allowing only a designated
signatory’s authorization of key blanks and cylinders through authorized dealers.
Peaks Preferred is extremely easy to assemble and service with no dreaded side
bars to install, or specialty equipment needed for assembly or to cut keys. Based
on an extremely solid Peaks Classic platform, Peaks Preferred is built using
reliable pin tumbler technology
utilizing a patented “peaks” pin
New Patent Peaks Pin
as part of the security. The new
Recess in pin interacts with
hollow milled key.
“peaks” pin has a recess on the
bottom that must match the “peak”
found on the Peaks Preferred key.
If a key without the ”peak“ is
inserted, there will be no shearHollow
line created in the cylinder.
Milled Key
Form matches
Therefore, the lock will not open.
shape inside pin.

Replacement
Cylinders Fit:
• Adams Rite®
• Alarm Lock®
• American Lock®
• Arrow™
• Best®
• Corbin®
• Detex®
• Dor-o-matic®
• Falcon®
• Hager®
• Jackson Device®
• Locknetics®

Raised Area
Operates second shear line.

• LSDA®
• Marks®
• Master Padlock®
• Monarch®

Is your facility having difficulty
controlling keys?
Ever found yourself asking:
• How many people have keys to the facility?
• Have there been any unauthorized
		 duplicates made?
• How many master keys have been issued?
• What is the risk if the wrong person
		 obtains one of these keys?
The Peaks Preferred one key system provides the best
solution to these and many more questions by simplifying
the management of a key control system. Peaks Preferred
offers unmatched security and versatility.
With unique patented security features that protect the
keys and cylinders, you can rest assured that only
authorized persons with issued keys can gain access to
confidential or restricted areas.
In addition to added security, Peaks Preferred eliminates
the chaos associated with managing non-patented or
uncontrolled keys.

What is Peaks Preferred?
Most Adaptable Patented Key Control System
One Source, One Key, One Choice
Peaks Preferred is an adaptable patented key control system designed to retrofit virtually every
manufacturers’ grade 1 and grade 2 door hardware. Retrofit cylinders include conventional mortise, rim,
deadbolt and padlock, key-in-knob/lever, as well as interchangeable core and removable core designs.
Because the patented system can be master keyed, no matter what hardware is used at a facility, you can
use a single Peaks Preferred key to operate all the locks.
Peaks Preferred keys are also “backwards compatible” with Peaks
Classic cylinders—allowing you to easily phase-in upgrades of
your facility.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retrofits to most manufacturers’ door hardware
Can be master keyed to provide convenience and security
Cost-effective—replace only the cylinder, not the hardware
Manufactured to stringent quality standards
Reliable pin tumbler technology
Easy to assemble and service
No special key cutting equipment required
Backwards compatible with Peaks Classic cylinders

Classic

Retrofitability

• Olympus®

Peaks Preferred Patented Key Control System is the industry leader in compatibility with all major hardware brands. With cylinders that fit most manufacturers’
lock systems, Peaks Preferred allows you to cost-effectively upgrade and convert
all existing locking hardware for your entire property, or just certain doors to a
patented key system.

• Omnia®

Peaks Preferred allows you to integrate all your
conventional, key-in-lever, small and large
format cylinders while still using a single
I/C
K-I-L
key. Greater retrofitability within the 						
R/C
system allows the customer to replace 						
only the key system, not the 								
hardware, thus eliminating 								
RIM
unnecessary costs.

• PDQ®
• Precision®
• Russwin®
• S. Parker®
• Sargent®
• Schlage®
• Simplex®
• Unican®
• Von Duprin®

Mortise
Backwards Compatible

Preferred

• Yale®
and many more…

  

Peaks® Preferred
The Foundation of Facility Security Solutions—Institutional
and Commercial
From the transit system to the school system, no other patented key system
offers the flexibility of Peaks Preferred. Facilities of all sizes can benefit from
the quality, extensive retrofitability, and convenience of a one key system.
Peaks Preferred patented key control system puts you ahead of safety and
security with an extensive product offering. As the most versatile, easy to
install and service, and best value in patented key control systems on the
market … the choice is easy—Peaks Preferred.

Benefits of
Choosing
Peaks Preferred:
• Patented key 		
blanks eliminate 		
unauthorized 		
key duplication
• Retrofits to most
manufacturers’
hardware
• Easy to assemble
and service
• Backwards compatible
with Peaks Classic 		
cylinders

Airports

Retail/Restaurants

Medical

Customs
Jet Ways
Concessions
Air Traffic Towers
Airfields and Runways
Operations and Ticketing

Offices
Kitchens
Storefronts
Liquor Control
Storage Closets

Pharmacies
Laboratories
Patient Records
Storage and Supply
Cafeterias/Kitchens
Hazmat Areas

• Secure Control—
authorization
required to order
key blanks, cut 		
keys, and cylinders
• Long patent life—		
through 2024
• Eliminates the need
to replace all your 		
locking hardware

Banks
Professional Offices

Government
Public Facilities

Universities
Colleges/Schools

Suites
Offices
Teller Gates
Computer Rooms
Conference Rooms
Mechanical Spaces

Military
Museums
Court Rooms
Police Evidence
Government Chambers
Communication Centers

Libraries
Classrooms
Auditoriums
Dormitories
Gymnasiums
Laboratories

Manufacturing
Tool Cribs
Cafeterias
R & D Offices
Controlled Areas
Engineering Space
Shipping/Receiving
Mechanical Control

PEAKS Preferred
®

• Reliable pin tumbler
technology

Patented Key Control System

• Best value in
patented key 		
control systems

To find out more about KABA Peaks
Preferred patented key control system,
please consult with a Kaba Peaks Dealer,
visit our website at www.kabaaccess.com
or call us at 800.849.8324 or 336.725.1331.

Disclaimer: While reasonable efforts
were made to ensure the accuracy of this
document at the time of printing, Kaba
assumes no liability for any errors or
omissions. This information is subject to
be revised without notice, and changes
may be incorporated in future releases.
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